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Ocean Dial Asset Management, the London-based investment company that provides
investors access to the Indian growth story, announces the appointment of Swati Jain as
Global Head of Sales and Distribution. Prior to her joining Ocean Dial, Swati has worked for
Kratos Capital, IIFL Wealth, Ashburton Investments, Kotak and HSBC.
Swati has a distinguished track record in asset management business development. Her
career to date has focused on distributing India, Emerging Market and Frontier market
products to international investors across a wide range of institutional and wholesale investor
types, in multiple geographies. She brings with her a deep understanding of the Indian capital
markets, strategy and distribution built over a sixteen year career.
Swati will be based in Ocean Dial’s London Office.
David Cornell, Managing Director of Ocean Dial, said:
“I am pleased to welcome Swati to Ocean Dial. She joins at a pivotal stage for the business,
and brings a range of relevant investor relationships at a time when India’s relevance to
international investors is growing strongly.
“By creating this new role Ocean Dial will be able to offer more investors exposure to India
through our niche investment products, and provide access India’s attractive growth
prospects.”

About Ocean Dial Asset Management:
Ocean Dial Asset Management is a London-based asset management company, which
provides investors access to the Indian growth story. As at end of December 2021 Ocean Dial
manages $270m in long-only Indian equities primarily across 2 funds: Gateway to India and
India Capital Growth.
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